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1. INTRODUCTION 
Eilenberg and MacLane introduce, for each abelian group A, a chain complex Q,(A) which 
has the homology of an Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum H(A). Moreover, for a given ring R, 
the complex Q,(R) carries a differential graded ring structure. MacLane [lo] then defines 
the (co)homology of a ring R, with coefficient in an R-R-bimodule M, to be the Hochschild 
(co)homology of Q,(R) with coefficient in M: 
HML(R, M) := HH(Q, (R), M). 
The MacLane cohomology has the following nice description in terms of extensions groups. 
For a ring R, let F(R) be the category whose objects are the functors from the category of 
finitely generated free left R-modules to the category of left R-modules, and whose maps are 
the natural transformations; one such functor is the inclusion functor I. The MacLane 
cohomology of the ring R with coefficient in a functor T of F(R) is defined [S] by 
HML*(R, T):= Ext&,,(Z, T). 
When T is just tensoring with a R-R-bimodule M, that is T = - ORM, we write 
HML*(R, M) for HML*(R, - gRM). By [S], this is compatible with MacLane’s original 
definition via the Q construction. 
It is known [6, 123 that the MacLane homology is isomorphic to the topological 
Hochschild homology in the sense of Biikstedt [Z] and to stable K-theory in the sense of 
Waldhausen [9]. Using sophisticated topological methods, Biikstedt has calculated 
THH(Z) and THH(Z/pZ), for all primes p [3]. Bokstedt’s result for h/pH is closely related to 
Breen’s [4] calculations. Later, Franjou et al. [7] have given algebraic computations of 
HML*(Z, H/pi?) and HML*(Z/pZ, Sym”), where Sym” denotes the nth symmetric power; 
their results include the module structure over HML*(Z/pZ, Z/pZ) defined by the Yoneda 
product. 
The purpose of this paper is to give a short and elementary algebraic proof of Bokstedt’s 
result on HML*(Z, Z) which includes the Yoneda ring structure. We prove: 
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THEOREM. Let T(x) denote the free divided-powers algebra on a generator x of degree 2, 
that is the subring of Q [x] generated by the classes x[‘] = xi/i!, i > 1. 
The algebra HML*(Z, Z) is isomorphic to the quotient of T(x) by its ideal generated by 
the class x. 
This theorem is proved in Section 4, using a spectral sequence whose first line is the 
desired HML*(Z, Z), and which converges to zero. This spectral sequence is constructed in 
Section 3. Its E,-term (but the first line) is computed by Corollary 2.3. The module structure 
on the spectral sequence then gives the multiplicative structure. 
2. MACLANE COHOMOLOGY WITH COEFFICIENT IN SYMMETRIC OR EXTERIOR POWERS 
For an abelian group A, we denote by Sym* A the symmetric algebra generated by A. 
Our first task is the computation of HML*(Z, Sym”) as a right module over 
HML*(Z, Z/pZ) for each n > 1. This relies on a change of ring type of argument. 
For a given prime p, and for a functor T in F((z/pZ), we let ? denote the functor in F(Z) 
given by p(X) := T(X/pX). Let $? be the category of finitely generated vector spaces over 
Z/pi? and % - 7 be the category of functors from %? to the category of abelian groups. We 
let iT denote the same functor T, when considered as an object of %? - Z. There is an 
isomorphism [7, Paragraph 9.21: 
HML*(Z, ‘?) = Ext:_z(il, iT). 
Taking T = I, it shows that the Yoneda product gives rise to a ring structure on 
HML*(H, E/pZ), and to a right HML*(Z, Z/pZ)-module structure on HML*(H, $). The 
rings maps 
HML*(Z/Z) + HML*(Z, Z/pi?) +- HML*(Z/pZ, Z/pZ) 
will be used to relate the module structures over these different rings. Let us recall from [7, 
Paragraph 91 the computation of the right-hand side map. 
We let A denote the following graded algebra: 
A := z/pZ[eo, . . . , eh, . I/(&; h > 0), 
where e,, is a class of degree 2ph. Let Ak be the quotient of A by the ideal generated by 
e0, . . . , ek_ 1. There exist isomorphisms of graded algebras: 
HML*(Z/pZ, Z/pZ) E A [7, Theo&me 7.31 
HML*(Z, Z/pZ) 2 A1 @ A(<,) [7, Paragraph 9.21 
where <r is a class of degree 2p - 1 and A(5) denotes the exterior algebra on a generator t. 
Under these isomorphisms, the map 
HML*(Z/pZ, Z/pZ) -F HML*(Z, Z/pZ) 
is the composite: A++ A,ctAi @ A(rr). 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let n be an integer, n 2 2. If n is not a prime power, then 
HML*(B, Sym”) = 0. Zf n = ph is a power of a prime p, the right module structure over 
HML*(Z, i?)factors through HML*(Z, Z/pZ), making HML*(Z, Sym”) a free I\,-module on 
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a class of degree 1. In particular, 
HML’(Z, Sym”) = 
Z/pi? if i z 1 (2n) 
0 
otherwise. 
Proof We use the following vanishing result [ 11, Proposition 2.151 (or [7, Lemme 0.41, 
see also the appendix of Cl]). Say that a functor F from an additive category d to another 
additive category g is diagonalizable if it is the composite F = T 0 A of the diagonal 
A:d-+&xd and ofa bifunctor T:dxd+9J which satisfies T(O,X)=O= T(X,O) 
for every object X in d. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let R be a ring and let F be a functor in P(R). Zf F is diagonalizable, then 
HML*(R, F) = 0. 
By Lemma 2.2 we know that HML*(Z, Sym’ @ Symj) is 0, for i, j > 1. 
Thus, by [S, 10.91, HML*(Z, Sym”) is annihilited by the binomial coefficient 
0 
It ,for 
ldidn-1. 
i 
As in [S, lO.lO], we first get HML*(Z, Sym”) = 0 if n 2 2 is not a prime power; now 
fixing a prime p and setting n = ph b 2 we get as well that HML*(Z, Sym”) is annihilated 
by P. 
On the other hand, for any T in S(Z/pZ), one has an exact couple of right 
HML*(Z/pZ, Z/pZ)-modules [7, Proposition 9.11 
HML* (z/p& 7’) 
i 
. HML* (iz, ?) 
\ J 
6 x 
HML* (Z/p& T) 
where the map 6 is of degree - 1, and HML*(Z/pZ, Z/pZ) acts on HML*(Z, $) via the 
ring-map 
HML*(Z/pH, Z/p??) -i HML*(Z; Z/pZ). 
The map rc, of degree 2, is the product by the class eo. When T is the symmetric power Sym”, 
n = ph, we know [7, Corollaire 7.41 that HML’(Z/pZ, Sym”) is isomorphic to A,,, so that 
rc = 0. The exact couple reduces to a short exact sequence 
0 + A,, & HML*(Z, Sym” 0 Z/pZ) --% A,, + 0 
which splits for degree reasons. 
Finally, since the multiplication by p yields the zero map on HML*(H, Sym”), the 
statement follows from the cohomology long exact sequence associated with the following 
short exact sequence of coefficients: 
0 -+ Sym” --% Sym” -+ Sym” @ Z/pZ -i 0. cl 
We deduce a similar result for the exterior power functors A”. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let n be an integer, n s 2. If n is not a prime power, then 
HML*(Z, A”) = 0. If n = ph is a power of a prime p, the right module structure over 
HML*(Z, Z) factors through HML*(Z, Z/pZ), making HML*(Z, A”) a free I\,-module on 
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a class of degree n. In particular, 
HML’(Z, A”) = 
Z/pZ if i = tn, t odd 
0 
otherwise. 
Proof Apply Lemma 2.2 to the Koszul complex 
O+A”-t . ..A”-‘@Sym’+ . . . +Sym”+O. 
In this section, we set 
HML*(Z, Z) as an algebra. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. There 
modules with 
cl 
3. A SPECTRAL SEQUENCE 
up the spectral sequence that will enable us to compute 
is a first quadrant spectral sequence of right HML*(Z, Z). 
ZZ;’ = HML”(Z, A’+ ‘) 
converging to Z concentrated in degree 0. 
Proof For a free abelian group A, let 4(A) be the augmentation ideal of the group ring 
of A and let B*(A) be the bar-complex: 
. . . + Y(A)@’ + . . . .Y(A)@‘2 + 9(A). 
For any integer k, there is a natural isomorphism from its homology Tor:cA1(.Z, Z) to Ak(A). 
Our spectral sequence arises from the “dual” of the bar-complex. For an abelian group 
A, define DA := Homz(A, 22). By applying the functor Horn&Z, -) on the complex DB*D, 
one gets two hypercohomology spectral sequences with 
I1 = HML*(Z, DB*D), ZZ;’ = HML”(Z/A’+ ‘). 
The first one collapses at I1 (though Ysi is a projective in 9(Z), this is not the case that 
D9@D is an injective in 9(Z); however, DYBiD is a direct factor of HHom(-,Z’) and 
Ext:& I, ZHom(--,Z’)) = Ext:(Z(B’), m) = 0 for k > 0). The result follows. cl 
COROLLARY 3.2 (Biikstedt [3]). For each non-negative integer i, the group HML”(Z, Z) 
is isomorphic to Z/Z and the group HML”“(Z, h) is 0. 
Proof: Looking at the spectral sequence and Corollary 2.3, we first see that the group 
HML’(Z, Z) is finite for every positive integer i, and is zero for odd i. 
Furthermore, for degree reasons, all the differentials land at the line t = 0. Hence, all of 
them are monomorphisms. 
Let p be a prime, and let i be an even positive integer. Write i = 2pkt for an integer 
t prime to p. In total degree i - 1, only the k terms HML2pk’-p’(Z, API), 1 < 1 < k, have 
a non-trivial p-component, and each one has p elements. We conclude that the p-component 
of HML’(Z, a) has pk elements. 
By the Bockstein exact sequence, the kernel of the multiplication by p 
HML’(E, Z) + HML’(Z, Z) 
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is isomorphic to B/pZ or is 0; hence the p-component of HML’(Z, Z) is a cyclic group or is 0; 
it is therefore isomorphic to 7/pkZ. 0 
4. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
Both algebras are connected and have finite underlying groups in every positive 
dimension. For any such algebra H, define, for short, its p-component to be the connected 
algebra which reduces in positive degrees to the p-component of H. The algebra H is clearly 
isomorphic to the tensor product, over all primes p, of its p-components. This makes it 
enough to prove the isomorphism on each p-component. 
Let p be a prime. From Corollary 3.2 it follows that both algebras in question have 
isomorphic underlying abelian groups. In order to construct an isomorphism of rings for 
their p-components, we use the following. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let p be a prime. For each positive integer k, a generator ak can be chosen in 
HMLzPk(Z, Z) to satisfy 
ai=pak+ly k a 1 
To prove the lemma, we consider the spectral sequence of Proposition 3.1, and we use 
that its differentials are HML*(Z, Qlinear. As it was shown in the proof of Corollary 3.2, 
all the differentials are mono. Thanks to Corollary 2.3, for every odd t, the differential 
is an injection 
Z/pZ N HMLtP(Z, A”) + HML”+“P(Z, H). 
Starting with a generator x in HMLP(Z, A”), we choose al:= d,(x). Working by induction, 
suppose now that al, . . . , ak are chosen, k 2 1. Then, in the group HMLZpk”(H, Z) N 
UP k+lZ, one has 
P “-‘a: = pk_2a:_,a[-’ = . . P p-1 = ala2 . . . ai-’ = d,(x)ay-’ . . . at-‘. 
It follows from the cohomology long exact sequence, that 
Z,‘pkZ g HML2Pk(Z, Z) + HML2Pk(Z, E,‘pZ) g E,‘pZ 
is an epimorphism, hence the image under this map of a generator ah, 1 < h < k, is 
a non-zero multiple of eh. As d, is a right HML*(Z, Z)-module map, we find that pk-‘a: is, 
up to a unit, equal to dp (xe:- ’ ei- ‘), which is non-zero, because d, is mono. However, 
pkat is zero, and there exists a generator a k+ 1 to complete the induction Step. 
One then can uniquely extend the correspondence xtpkl H ak, k 2 1, to a ring 
homomorphism between the p-components, which is an isomorphism. 0 
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